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Party. The room or hall in which the ceremony takes place is
gaily decorated. Parents and workers from the factory to which
the aspirants' school is attached may be present. There is an
excitement and a thrill in the air. The speeches that would bore
other children are listened to here with apparent interest. The
great moment comes. The aspiring Pioneer takes the oath: " I,
a young Pioneer of the Soviet Union, in the presence of my
comrades solemnly promise that I will firmly defend the cause
of the working classes in the struggle for the liberation of the
workers and peasants of the world, and that I will honourably
and unfalteringly carry out the Covenant of Lenin and the laws
and customs of a Pioneer," The challenge is then given: " For
the struggle of the workers' cause be ready." Firmly he replies,
" Always ready." The Pioneer slogan is then repeated: " Relief
follows relief," The red kerchief is then fixed on to his blouse and
he goes forth into life with a greater realisation of his duties as
a builder of a Communist society. The solemnity and the
importance soon wear off for many of the younger Pioneers, and
they are by no means so angelic as it might be feared. But some-
thing remains, even with the most scatter-brained—the begin-
nings of the feeling of collective responsibility, the first realisa-
tion of his constructive power to be used for the good of the
community, of the esteem with which his elders regard him. All
this gives him a better chance of growing up into a harmonious
human being.
The laws and customs of the Pioneers are not without interest.
Laws.—(1) The Pioneer is true to the cause of the working class
and to the Covenant of Lenin. (2) The Pioneer is the younger
brother and helper of the Komsomol and the Party. (3) The
Pioneer is a comrade to Pioneers and to the workers' and
peasants9 children of the world. (4) The Pioneer organises the
surrounding children and participates with them in the life they
Eve. The Pioneer is an example to all children. (5) The Pioneer
strives for knowledge. Knowledge and skill are power in the
for the workers' cause. Customs.—(1) The Pioneer
Ms own health and the health of others. He is tolerant

